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CALLING ALL …
� ACTIVE MEMBERS who wish to be a panelist at the Mid-
Manhattan Library mystery writers series. Contact President Jane
Cleland at www.janecleland.com. Details available in this issue’s
President’s Letter.
� VOLUNTEERS anyone who wishes to take up the position of
Meeting Coordinator contact VP Jillian Abbott at
jillian_abbott@yahoo.com.
� MEMBERS who wish to participate in the Speakers Bureau for
Libraries. Contact Sheila York at sheila@sheilayork.com.
� NON-NYC AREA MEMBERS The Board is very interested in
participating in meetings and events around the membership area.

Anyone with an idea for an event please contact our President Jane K. Cleland at jane@janecleland.com.
� MEMBERS wishing to set up library activities in their own community. A checklist is available from MWA/NY to help you
organize the event.
� CONTRIBUTORS interested in contributing to The Noose. Pitch ideas to the editor at mhannanmandel@yahoo.com,
putting “Ideas for Noose” in the subject line.
� MEMBERS with legal questions to do with their writing. Send your questions to mhannanmandel@yahoo.com, putting
“Ask the Lawyer” in the subject line.
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IMPORTANT DATES

Feb. 27: New York Noir: Urban Crime – Mid-Manhattan Library

Feb. 27: Mentor Program Panel – Mercantile Library

Mar. 5: Seventies Noir: the real-life characters. March chapter
meeting

Mar. 18: New York, New York, It’s a Hellava Town to Die In –
Mid-Manhattan Library

Mar. 31: Philly is Murder – Philadelphia, PA.

Hi all,

The Mentor Program Committee, chaired by Peggy
Ehrhart, is finishing up its work and will announce
the manuscripts the committee selected to be
presented to agents at the February 27, 2008 panel.
You’re invited to attend the program! A panel of
writers with stellar publishing credentials will discuss

“The Next Step—“The Quest for a Publisher,” 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., at
the Mercantile Library, 17 East 47th Street, 2nd Floor. Also, Peggy will
summarize the main themes in the mentors’ critiques.
In addition to Peggy, the Mentor Program committee includes

Meredith Cole, Catherine Maiorisi, Madeline Weitsman (committee
member emerita, in a sense), and Ken Isaacson.
Madeline, as former chair, helped the committee in a myriad of ways.

Peggy did the day-to-day managing of the program and will moderate the
panel. Catherine, Meredith, and Ken worked on assigning mentees to
mentors, and they’ll be helping send the critiques out to the mentees
when the time comes. Catherine also wrote the FAQs for the website. We
plan to leave those up permanently. Ken also handled all the computer—
and website—related details. Ken, in fact, oversees all aspects of our
website, Thanks, Ken.
This was the second year the program was handled electronically—it

was Madeline’s idea to streamline the process by using e-mail, and by all
measures, the change is a success. The mentors have been most gra-
cious in giving their time and expertise, and Peggy reports that she has
received many unsolicited comments about how happy the mentors are to
help less experienced writers, and what a great idea they think the mentor
program is.
Thank you from us all to Peggy and her team.
You’re going to have a tough time, I think, deciding whether to attend

the Mentor Program panel at the Merc or the MWA/NY Chapter-sponsored
panel at the New York Public Library, Midtown Branch. New York Noir:
Urban Crime, moderated by Alafair Burke, is on the same night. Join
Alafair and her distinguished panel of authors: Lorenzo Carcaterra,
Reed Farrel Coleman, Lynn Harris, Jason Pinter, and Steve
Torres as they discuss murder in the big city. (The Midtown Branch is
located at the corner of Fifth Avenue and 41st Street. Our program takes
place on the 6th floor at 6:30 p.m.)

If you haven’t already submitted your name for the next wave of NYPL
panels, as well as the three panels we’re sponsoring at the Merc, please
do so. The moderators are set, and we’re eager to populate the panel
slots with a variety of authors. All active members are encouraged to send
me a note telling me which panel/s you’d like to be on, and a sentence or
two about why. I’ll track the names in a spreadsheet and the moderators
will use the lists to select their panels.

April 3: Authors Talk: The Influence of The Maltese Falcon on Your
Writing. The Mercantile Library
April 8: Tough Gals: The Influence of Sam Spade on the Contemporary
Female Detective. The Mercantile Library
April 15: Letting Go: Books Into Film. The Mercantile Library
July 15: Laugh or I’ll Kill You: Humorous Mysteries. Mid-Manhattan
Library
August 12: Fictional Female Detectives: From Hard-Boiled Dames to
Gray-haired Ladies With Cats. Mid-Manhattan Library
September 16: The Dark Side: Gritty Mysteries Set in New York City.
Mid-Manhattan Library
October 21: Angry Men Who Kill: Violent Thrillers. Mid-Manhattan
Library
November 18: Changing Careers: Writing Mysteries Later in Life.
Mid-Manhattan Library
December 16: Literary Mysteries: Creating Order From Chaos.
Mid-Manhattan Library
I’m also proud to announce that our first satellite meeting on March 31,

2008 will be held in Philadelphia! Philly is Murder! will be hosted by
Stacia Friedman. I’ll be moderating the discussion on how to break out
of a regional mold. The panelists include the best-selling authors George
Anastasia, Cordelia Frances Biddle, Solomon Jones, William
Lashner, and Nancy Martin. If you can’t attend, a downloadable
podcast of the meeting will be available shortly after the meeting on the
member’s only section of our website. (The user name and password
are the same: mwanyc) Remember—all MWA/NY speakers are available
as downloadable podcasts.

With best regards,

Jane

PRESIDENT’S LETTER
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Hi all,

With so many other things to claim
your attention, I’m pleased that so many of
you take the time to read The Noose. I
know you are reading because you are
responding—with questions, problems and
suggestions. Keep the emails coming!

This issue marks the passing of long-
time MWA/NY member Edward D. Hoch

with a tribute from Bill Chambers. Bill brings Ed to life for those
of us who knew him only by reputation.
In a new series, Ask the Writer, our first interview is with Linda
Fairstein. Our resident lawyer, Bob Stein, answers another legal
question and Peter Watson tells us about naughty (and nice)
publishing-related websites.
Please let us know what you’d like to see and I’ll do what I can
to bring it to The Noose. Keep in touch at
mhannanmandel@yahoo.com

Cheers!

Marie

(you know, Marry rhyming with Larry)

EDITOR’S LETTER Surfing, for Mystery Writers: Part III
by Peter J. Watson

Every month I list a selection of websites that might be of interest to
mystery writers. At these sites you’ll find intelligent content that changes
often. If you surf, you’ll find what you want. In this month’s entry, we
focus on sites to do with publishing and media. Some are diary-like blogs,
some are newsmagazines and others are purely informational. All are
worth a visit.

http://www.agentquery.com
Aimed at writers who are seeking agents, and vice versa, this site has
useful advice and links for authors or the pre-published. One great feature
is a free database that lets you search for agents by genre, detailing their
submission preferences. The invaluable advice on query letters seems to
be contemporary, and the voice is both fun and authoritative.

http://www.slushpile.net/
The slush pile is a stack of unread manuscripts: a dusty tower that one
supposes is leaning ominously against the desk of every editor. As might
be expected, the website is a compilation of news items and insider
opinions about publishing and writing, with exclusive author interviews.

http://petrona.typepad.com/petrona/writing/index.html
Englishwoman Maxine Clark’s blog provides an eclectic home for tasteful
book freaks. Both thought-provoking and warm, the site has good links to
Eurocrime and covers a wide spectrum of topics about writers and their
work.

http://www.bookslut.com/blog/
Here we find interviews with writers and book reviews, packaged together
with comments and critiques voiced in a nice, smartass, Chicagoan way.
The blog writers feature edgier books.

http://gawker.com/
New York to the brim, gawker.com battles the media business on all
fronts, from celebrity reports to media events. Hard-to-please, scathing
and full of twisted, truthful insights, the site has a wicked sense of humor.

http://www.moreintelligentlife.com/
I’m growing tired of using the word, “eclectic.” Can we throw in,
“erudite?” The Economist’s online magazine comes with superior
coverage of contemporary issues, from hamburgers and opera to global
politics. Well-designed and easy to look at, the site leaves me certain of
one thing—there are quantities of people who are smarter than I am.

http://anthony-bourdain-blog.travelchannel.com/
Who doesn’t admire Anthony Bourdain—restaurateur, excellent cookbook
author, gourmet, mystery writer (Gone Bamboo is a good one), world
traveler and television host. This guy is not only well-rounded, he’s
enthusiastic and acerbic. Read his blog entry on Jamaican cave crawling.
If you’re not laughing, you may well be suffering from depression.

http://www.erotica-readers.com/
I don’t know how I stumbled upon this site. I really don’t. But it’s the
perfect place to brush up on things that people do in bed, in cars, in
shackles, etc. Check out the discussion threads under the “Inside the
Erotic Mind” section. Next time you’re writing a sex scene, you can
speak dominantly.

Next:
Sites with a focus on crime writing. Reactions/suggestions?
Email: PeterWatsonNYC@yahoo.com

Peter Watson writes advertising in New York City.

http://www.erotica-readers.com/
http://anthony-bourdain-blog.travelchannel.com/
http://www.moreintelligentlife.com/
http://gawker.com/
http://www.bookslut.com/blog/
http://petrona.typepad.com/petrona/writing/index.html
http://www.slushpile.net/
http://www.agentquery.com/
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As soon as the doors to
the exhibit floor opened,
librarians swarmed around
the MWA/NY booth at the
ALA 2008 Mid-Winter
Conference in Philadelphia.
Were they lured by the
charm and charisma of the
mystery writers greeting
them there? By the dozens
of free books, bookmarks,
posters and postcards? The
raffle basket stuffed with
treasures? Or, perhaps, by
the endless supply of com-
plementary Bloody Marys?
Whatever enticed them,

conference attendees came
by the MWA/NY exhibit in
droves during the Welcome Reception on January 11, and
they didn’t stop coming by during the rest of the weekend.
Actually, the booth’s popularity was no surprise. Organized
and managed by Rosemary Harris with chapter president Jane
Cleland at her side, and decorated with captivating posters
and book displays, it compelled visitors to stop, look, and
mingle. Of the 900-or-so exhibits in the Philadelphia
Conference Center, MWA/NY’s was uniquely alive, buzzing
with the activity of non-stop signings and giveaway bags.
“This was our (MWA/NY’s) first experience at the ALA

Mid-Winter Conference,” Rosemary Harris commented as
she replenished items in the hundreds of promotional give-
away bags. “And it’s been an incredible success. Hundreds of
librarians came by to meet and greet, and to get signed books
from our twenty-five participating authors.”
In fact, Harris’s estimate of traffic might be low. Estimates

are that between 10,000 and 12,000 people attended the con-
ference, and, during the three days the booth was staffed, it’s
quite likely that thousands—not merely hundreds—stopped
by. On Friday night, visitors were offered their choice of
Bloody or Virgin Mary’s and a chance to win the

raffle basket, which con-
tained a faux-fur leopard
blanket, an MWA mug and
t-shirt, posters and over a
dozen MWA/NY authored
mysteries.
As attendees visited,

signing authors collected
contact information for the
proposed MWA/NY speak-
ers’ bureau, and librarians
from all over the country
expressed enthusiasm at the
prospect of having authors
speak at their locations.
In addition to Jane
Cleland and Rosemary
Harris, signers, MWA par-
ticipants and volunteers

included: Helen Barer, Ken Isaacson, Marco Conelli, Jeff
Markowitz, Merry Jones, Cordelia Frances Biddle, Wendy
Corsi Staub, Sarah Langan, Evelyn David, Elizabeth Zelvin,
Robin Hathaway, Sharon Linnea, Mitch Silver, Patrick
Picciarelli, Jack Getz, Duane Swierczynki, Roger Lee
Crossland, Jack Dobbyn, Jonathan McGoran, Deen Kogan
and Meredith Cole. A highlight for participants occurred
Friday evening, when Cordelia Frances Biddle generously
opened her home to MWA/NY members, hosting a welcom-
ing dinner for over a dozen starving book-signers.
By the end of the weekend, the booth had achieved its

goals—increasing awareness of MWA/NY—while providing
members opportunities for promotion. Rosemary Harris was
thrilled by the overwhelmingly positive response to the
MWA/NY’s first experience at the conference. “The ALA
and the City of Brotherly Love,” she remarked, “sure have
shown us some love.” If rabid readers are a sign of love, she
was right. The weekend began with over a thousand books
for signing; by Sunday noon, there wasn’t a single book left.
Merry Jones is the author of the Zoe Hayes series from St. Martins.
Her latest book, The Deadly Neighbors, came out in December.

MWA/NY Hosts First Exhibit at American Library Association
Mid-Winter Conference

by Merry Jones

Caption: Pictured, from left to right: Rosemary Harris, President Jane Cleland,
Merry Jones, Cordelia Frances Biddle, D.H. Dublin.
Photo credit: Marco Conelli

SHORT STORIES
Chelle Martin, “The Knock-Off,”Murder New York Style, ed. Randy Kandel, L& L Dreamspell 2007.

AWARDS
Martha Burke-Hennessy’s short story, “The Tyranny of the Dying,” won a prize at the Seven Hills Writing Contest and will
be published in the 2008 Seven Hills Review, put out by the Tallahassee Writers Association

Submit items for “Bloodlines” to Peggy Ehrhart at pehrhart@sprynet.com.

MWA In Print • FEBRUARY 2008

http://www.jmcgoran.com/
http://www.johndobbyn.com/
http://www.pi-scribe.com/
http://www.pi-scribe.com/
http://www.sharonlinnea.com/
http://www.robinhathaway.com/
http://www.elizabethzelvin.com/
http://www.evelyndavid.com/
http://www.sarahlangan.com/
http://www.wendycorsistaub.com/
http://www.wendycorsistaub.com/
http://www.cordeliafrancesbiddle.com/
http://www.kenisaacson.com/
http://www.helenbarer.com/
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REMINDERS
� Join us on the newsgroup and give the chapter the opportunity to serve you better with e-Noose,
email newsflashes and a forum to discuss your work with other writers. Join at
MWA/NY@yahoogroups.com.

� Join us at the National Arts Club on March 5th for Seventies Noir: the real-life characters. ——
—Undercover with Special Agent (ret.) Paul E. Doyle. Junkies, stool pigeons, and hooker infor-
mants, Ivy League burnouts and Chinatown mobsters, ghetto pimps and a whole dirty rainbow of
violent thugs shared Boston’s mean streets in the 1970s with Paul E. Doyle—undercover street

name, “Paulie Sullivan”. Now a true crime author and law enforcement trainer, S. A. Doyle (ret.) will tell stories from his
rookie days working with his partners to infiltrate the drug underworld, through his coming of age as an experienced narc.
He'll decode the undercover persona for us just as he does for his Mass. State Police Academy undercover trainees. And our
hero(ine)s will learn—just as do DEA recruits at Quantico—how to stay alive.

�Don’t miss the opportunity to hear what the mentors have to say! The MWA/NY Mentor Program Panel will be held at The
Mercantile Library, 17 East 47th Street, 2nd Floor on Wednesday, February 27, 2008 from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. Mentor Program
chair Peggy Ehrhart will summarize the mentors’ comments, and a panel composed of Meredith Cole, Chris Grabenstein,
Roberta Isleib, Jeff Markowitz, and Jonathan Santlofer will discuss “The Next Step”—the many roads to publication.

�Mark your calendar for the series of mystery writing panels to be held at the Mid-Manhattan Library, 40th Street and Fifth
Avenue at 6:30pm on the sixth floor: 2/27 – New York Noir: Urban Crime; 3/18 – New York, New York, It’s a Hellava
Town to Die In; 4/30 – Professional Thrillers: Legal and Medical Murder; 5/20 – Late Bloomers Dream Big:
Publishing a First Mystery in Midlife.

�An opportunity to discuss the influence of The Maltese Falcon is available as part of the MWA/NY and Mercantile Library’s
BIG READ program. Three panels are being held at the Mercantile Library—4/3 – Authors Talk: The Influence of The
Maltese Falcon on Your Writing; 4/8 – Tough Gals: The Influence of Sam Spade on the Contemporary Female
Detective; 4/15 – Letting Go: Books Into Film.

�Don’t miss Philly is Murder! at The Irish Pub, 1123 Walnut Street, 2nd Floor, Philadelphia., PA 19107, Monday,
March 31st 6:30 p.m. Full details available in box above. Pre-registration required. Registration deadline March 10. To
register, contact stacialand@verizon.net.

EDWARD D. HOCH (Feb. 22, 1930 – January 17, 2008)

In the fall of 1968 I attended a short story writing course that was taught by former MWA
President Herbert Brean. Shortly after joining this class I was invited to the monthly cock-
tail party which was then held in the Hell’s Kitchen West 48th Street headquarters. Ed
Hoch was one of the first people to greet me as I walked through the door. Even back then
he was a legend, having had several hundred short stories published. I was taken back a
bit in meeting someone of his prominence but he made me feel at home. I joked that I
never believed Ed Hoch, the man, even existed—how could one person write such quality
stories yet be so prolific—and I said I thought his name was the pseudonym for a team of
writers. Ed greeted that remark with a hearty laugh and introduced me to his wife Pat. We
went on to become close friends and served together on MWA’s National Board during the
70’s. Ed was as conscientious as he was kind and even through the roughest winter
months traveled from Rochester to downtown Manhattan to attend every board meeting.
Over the years we socialized at MWA functions and he and Pat attended parties that Marie
and I threw in our home in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. Ed was always willing to bestow helpful
advice on novices eager to break into the mystery field. He was a remarkable human being
and will be sorely missed by his friends and fans. I feel privileged to have known him.

Bill Chambers
The MWA/NY chapter joins Bill in mourning the passing of Edward D. Hoch—
truly a legend in his own time.

PHILLY IS MURDER!
Monday, March 31, 2008, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
at The Irish Pub, 1123 Walnut Street,
2nd Floor, Philadelphia., PA 19107

If Janet Evanovitch could make Trenton sexy –
wait until you see what we can do with Philly!
Don’t miss this opportunity to network with fel-
low mystery writers, meet bestselling authors
and get tips on breaking out of the regional
writer syndrome.

6:30-7:30 p.m.: Happy Hour Reception.

7:30 p.m.: Panel discussion: Breaking Out.
Moderator: Jane Cleland, president NY
Chapter MWA. Guest panelists: George
Anastasia, Cordelia Frances Biddle,
Solomon Jones,William Lashner and
Nancy Martin. $10, payable at the door.
Checks should be made out to MWA/NY.

Cash bar, free nibbles. Pre-registration
required. Registration deadline March 10. To
register, contact stacialand@verizon.net

http://www.johnson-city-homes.com/
http://www.williamlashner.com/
http://www.solomonjones.com/
http://www.cordeliafrancesbiddle.com/
http://www.janecleland.com/
http://www.mwa-ny.org/pdf/late520.pdf
http://www.mwa-ny.org/pdf/late520.pdf
http://www.mwa-ny.org/pdf/thrillers430.pdf
http://www.mwa-ny.org/pdf/nyny318.pdf
http://www.mwa-ny.org/pdf/nyny318.pdf
http://www.mwa-ny.org/pdf/nynoir227.pdf
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Killer Heat is being released in March 2008, and it's
your tenth Alex Cooper Novel, right? Can you tell us a
little about it?
Killer Heat debuts in March, and I think it’s Coop’s most

exciting caper. She’s encountered lots of bad guys, but never
a serial killer. So I thought it was about time to have her
handle that kind of investigation, which is much faster-paced
than some of the other novels because she, Mike, and Mercer
are racing against the clock—and a city paralyzed by fear—as
young women disappear. When bodies are found on some of
the abandoned islands around New York City, these histori-
cally significant locations should offer some clues to the
investigators about their killer’s background….as well as let
you see Manhattan and its surrounds in an entirely new light.

Have you ever considered branching off into another
series? With another character? Maybe someone who
reflects your early days in law enforcement?
Don’t let my editor and publisher read this answer! I think

they are perfectly happy with Coop and her tales, as I am.
But I do have thoughts about writing from another charac-
ter’s point of view (think Mike Chapman), and an entirely
different series with a female protagonist, and then there are
a couple of stand-alones I’d like to do. So many books and
stories—it’s all about disciplining myself to do them.

Early on in your career as an author, did you ever reach a
point on the way to publication where you thought about
giving up? If so, what kept you going?
No, I’ve never thought about giving up for a minute, and I

think that needs some explanation, because my answer won’t
resonate with a lot of writers who struggle to do exactly what
I do. As a young woman growing up, my only ambition was
to write—I went to Vassar (then a great women’s college in
the 60’s) to major in English literature. Every time I
announced that I wanted to write, my beloved father used to
groan and say, “But you have nothing to write about. Get
yourself a career—get a job.” My other passion was public
service, and I went to law school right out of college as a
path to public service. There were very few women practic-
ing law in those days (only 11 in my law school class of 340),
and fewer still in the criminal justice system. But I got my toe
in the door at the Manhattan DA’s Office, and was fortunate
enough to get there at just the right moment—as laws
changed and policies were reformed – and I had a ground-
breaking opportunity to take over the country’s first
“SVU”—Special Victims Unit. When I was asked to write a
non-fiction book about all this new work, I jumped at the
chance, and Sexual Violence was published in 1993. That
gave me the confidence and courage to start what I had
always wanted to do….write crime novels. I’m well aware
that the advantage for me – and not for every writer—is that
I had the professional background, and the national reputa-
tion that went with it, that matched my protagonist. I’ve got

no illusions about the fact that it was easier for me than for
many novelists to have my manuscript read by publishers,
and even to get media interest in the first tour. So, I had a
much smoother entry into the world that I had longed to be
in since adolescence…and I do love it here.

What's the most useful piece of writing advice you've ever
been given?

The most obvious advice for me was ‘write what you know.’
This genre is an extremely crowded field, and what I felt I
could bring to it was the authenticity of what the character
does, based on my own legal career. I really like procedurals,
and that’s what I was comfortable setting out to do. The
other invaluable advice is to write every day. Something.
Words or paragraphs if not pages. I love to write. I prefer it to
talking on the phone. You’ve got to like it because it is very
solitary work that requires enormous discipline, and if you
can’t deal with those two aspects of it, it’s the wrong career
choice.

Any tips for beginning writers?

Discipline yourself. That’s so very critical. I don’t think you
start out with a full-blown novel in your head, the first time,
and sit down to write it. But develop habits. Find out what
time of day suits you to shut out the world and hunker down
to work. It’s so easy to find distractions—whether in the out-
side world or on the Internet. For me, it was the most diffi-
cult to shut out my friends—I’m a very collegial, buoyant,
social animal. But I wanted the writing to succeed, so I
worked at finding a plan that fits.

How about for the more advanced writers like myself who
have one book published but want to develop further?

These days it seems to be just as hard for more advanced
writers with one book under their belts as it is for those try-
ing to break in. You’ve got to understand the fact that pub-
lishing is a business. We’re the creative side of it, but the
marketing and such is all driven by bottom-line numbers
(hard for ‘artists’ like us to accept sometimes). Publishers
look at the sales numbers of your last effort, all readily avail-
able through BookScan and make decisions on those figures.
It’s a very tough business, and I don’t hold the answers, but
wish I did.

A top ten finalist in the 2002 Nevada Film Office 15th Annual
Screenwriting Award, Lisa Cotoggio has worked as a script doctor for
Summer Moon Productions and with Classical Alliance as a TV series

creator and writer.

The second part of this interview with Linda Fairstein
will appear in next month’s Noose.

ASK THE WRITER
ACONVERSATION WITH LINDA FAIRSTEIN
by Lisa Cotoggio



DONALD BAIN: INSIDE STORY
ON GHOSTWRITING
by Pamela Karageorge

Donald Bain, debonair “ghost” and author of more than one
hundred books, including best-sellers like Coffee, Tea or Me?
tags himself a “blue collar writer.” Bain’s a pilot, professional jazz
musician, and fly fisherman, but mostly, he loves the work. At
the February meeting, he shared with fellow MWA members,
the joys and perils of ghosting. Bain writes ten pages a day, starts
the next day by revising, and sleeps nine or ten hours a night.
“But even when I was playing jazz gigs, I would sleep for two
hours and get up and write.”
Did he ghost the Margaret Truman mysteries? Bain’s not

telling. He’s written everything from Westerns to bios, from
comedy to crime, including theMurder She Wrote series pub-
lished by Obsidian, an imprint of Dutton. For the popular mys-
teries, he collaborates with author wife Renee Paley-Bain, a for-
mer newswoman. Renee turns ghost here, with the by-line on
book covers reading: “Jessica Fletcher & Donald Bain.” All of
the novels are originals, not novelizations of TV episodes, but
the Bains base their stories on the iconic characterization
Angela Lansbury created. The Bains write two “Murders” a year,
have written a total of thirty-one books, and enjoy the “perks,”
often researching the books in exotic places.
Says Bain: “The mystery genre today probably sets a higher

standard editorially than in any other area of publishing, which
makes it more difficult, but the books are better. I really believe
that.”
Most “ghost” projects are suggested to him by his agent at

Scott Meredith. When he ghosts a book, Bain requires that the
contract payment be fifty-fifty down the line, including all the
rights. “He or she signs the contract, and then I have another

piece of paper. I do a proposal with the person. We sell it together.”
A former PR man for McCann Erickson and American

Airlines, he began his writing career with Magazine
Management, publisher of men’s adventure magazines including
Stag. Once a week writers would pitch article ideas to the pub-
lisher. Bain shared the waiting room with authors including
Bruce Jay Friedman and Mario Puzo. The Godfather author told
him he was writing a Mafia novel. To prepare, Puzo was “dissect-
ing” five best-selling novels by asking himself what they each
had in chapter one. Puzo charted this and we know what the
result was.
When the publisher asked Bain to write “excerpts from soon-

to-be published potential best-sellers that didn’t exist for a new
publication,” he was first taken aback, but turned his hand to it.
“I learned so much. If you don’t learn from everything you’re
writing at the moment, you’re being cheated. I’ve always had the
philosophy that whatever I was writing at the moment was the
most important thing I’d ever write, and the last thing I’d ever
write.”

Tips for Crime Writers:

� If you are ghosting a book, try to get a credit in the book.
Even without a credit, you can use the book as a calling card
within the publishing industry.

� If you want to ghost, have an agent who’s actively putting
people together.

� Publishing is a business. Publishers are in the business to
make money, not to make you happy. Anyone aspiring to any
career should take the time and interest to learn about the
industry, to learn what it likes and doesn’t like and how it func-
tions.

� Sit down and learn the craft. A lot of people get too con-
cerned about writing a beautiful first chapter and never get
beyond that. Get that first draft down.

� If a writer learns his or her craft, he or she should be able to
write almost anything. You’re like a musician. If you want to
improvise, you have to know the chords.

� From Renee: “Writing crime novels is like doing the back-
stitch, because you go forward and then you get an idea, and
you say, I could have put that in chapter two, and you go back,
then forward again.”

Penelope Karageorge, a freelance journalist, is the author of
Murder at Tomorrow (Walker) and is currently working on a

new crime novel, The Hype Artist.
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ASK THE LAWYER
Saw your column in the latest issue of The Noose and thought I’d ask you a question regarding
copyright on short stories.

I have had short stories published with and without contracts. Some were for royalties, some
were one-time stipends.

My question is: can I resell a published story? Is there a time frame after which it becomes
permissible to do so? And am I allowed to compile and sell my own anthology of stories I’ve sold
throughout the years? In that regard, I assume I would list the publications and when the stories
appeared.

Thanks for your advice,
Curious in N.J.

Dear Curious in N.J.:

Where you had contracts for publication of your stories, the answers to your questions lie in the contracts. I have no access to the con-
tracts, so I cannot even guess at the answers. You need to review your contracts and see what rights you granted to the publisher(s).
With respect to stories written after December 31, 1977, where such stories were published without contracts, the publisher cannot

prove that it received grants of exclusive rights, and so has no right to prevent you from either reselling non-exclusive rights in the story, or
from publishing it yourself, in an anthology or otherwise.
This is because the US Copyright Act of 1976, which took effect on January 1, 1978, required that any grant of exclusive rights be in

writing and signed by the grantor in order to be effective. Otherwise, the grant is necessarily non-exclusive.
The same legislation also changed the rules for works-for-hire, requiring that the creator of the copyrighted work either be an actual

employee of the party claiming work-for-hire copyright ownership, or else that the creator sign a written document explicitly agreeing to
work-for-hire copyright status, in which the “employer,” rather than the actual creator, commissions the work and owns the copyright
therein. Even with such a written document, only certain kinds of copyrighted works qualify for commissioned work-for-hire status, and
stories and novels generally do not qualify.
If the stories were written without contracts prior to 1978, then it’s your word against the publisher’s, as to who owned what rights for

what period of time. Unfortunately, the publisher has more money to spend on lawsuits than do most writers.
Another factor to consider is whose name appeared in the copyright notice when the story was published. If the publisher copyrighted

the story in its own name, and if you let that stand without contesting it in court or in the Copyright Office, then the publisher has extra
ammunition to claim perpetual ownership of the story. If the only copyright notice appeared at the front of the magazine or anthology,
and applied to the collection as a whole, then one would have to check the on-line records of the Copyright Office (www.copyright.gov)
to see whether the publisher claimed ownership of all contents of the magazine or collection (even then an argument can be made that the
publisher held the copyright "in trust" for you), the actual copyright owner, or just of the selection and organization of those contents.
I wish it were simpler than that, but the Copyright Act is actually quite complex, and, besides, how else is a lawyer to make a living?

Best,
Bob Stein

Bob Stein counsels and represents people at all levels of the entertainment industry from writers to film producers. He has represented David Baldacci
and Janet Evanovich and spent 13 years in-house at Random House, Simon and Schuster and Warner Books before entering private practice.

Please send your legal questions for Bob to
mhannanmandel@yahoo.com

The Writers Guild Strike – UPDATE

Since my last informational article, a tentative agreement has been reached by the Writers Guild of America and the Alliance of Motion Picture and
Television Producers. Although the strike is not officially over until the members have voted, there is optimism that the deal will be approved. The
settlement terms include gains that the writers struck for, including jurisdiction over original material created for the Internet and fair compensation
for reuse of material on the Internet and other digital forms of transmission. The Writers Guild of America, East and West regard this as a victory,
not only for ourselves but for the entire labor movement in America.

Jerome Coopersmith
Former Vice President of Writers Guild of America, East
Council Member for 3 decades


